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Greeting from the president

Rapidly advancing electronics technology is largely changing the way we live and interact with 
people, and how we work. They are revolutionizing human society through economic globalization 
and the diversification of people’s values and behavior patterns. As the only electronics trading 
company in the JFE Group, we are committed to creating new value and providing optimal services 
by constantly absorbing and applying cutting-edge technologies with being aware of the trend 
based on our many years of experience in the industry.

In the Semiconductor device, Foundry, SMT & Packaging process, Cleaning process, Smart factory, 
and high-performance materials businesses, we will continue to provide distinctive products and 
highly differentiated services & solutions while using our strength, our extensive global network of 
overseas bases. At the same time, we will position sustainability as the foundation of our corporate 
existence and strive to maximize our corporate value.

We also aim to assist our customers in the “DX of manufacturing” by meeting the needs of all the 
manufacturing industries that surround us while applying our experience accumulated through the 
use of data and the latest digital technology to the manufacturing site.

What we value the most is to be “a company that thoroughly pursues CONTRIBUTION to customers, 
suppliers, the market, and society,” in other words, CONTRIBUTION to all stakeholders.

In order to achieve this, we will share the true issues with our customers by showing our 
APPRECIATION, and then we will boldly take on the CHALLENGES speedily without fear of failure.

Then, we aim to provide innovative solutions with our unique DIFFERENTIATION.

We will share this awareness within the company as the keyword “ACCD,” and we will continue 
to promote uncompromising discussions and sincerely address issues to be a company that 
continues to be trusted as a true partner.

We want to be an attractive and challenging group that continues to advance forward with society. 
That is our desire.

We want to be an attractive
and challenging group that continues 
to advance forward with society.

JFE Shoji Electronics Corporation
President and Representative Director

Takaaki Yanagisawa
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Foundry Business Development

Wafer Foundry

JFE Shoji Electronics Corporation is recognized as the first official Channel Partner of the world class 
foundry, GLOBALFOUNDRIES Inc in Japan. We have been supporting not only sales & logistics but also 
production development, and have contributed more than 400 production tape outs through our 
technical consultation. Our experienced and professional technical staffs coming from wafer foundry 
supplier surely help the successful product development at any stage and anytime.
We can also offer flexible and valuable Turnkey service, SIS (Silicon Integration Service) which is really 
useful for customers if full or partial production service (wafer manufacturing, assembling and testing) 
including product design service like 
ASIC is required. Furthermore, isolators 
and lenses for optical component in the 
high speed optical network market are 
also our strategic products. Peltier type 
of thermoelectric cooler (TEC) is listed 
in our product lineups, too.

■ Major Products

TSI Semiconductors (TSI) is a foundry whose fab is located in California.｠ TSI has high voltage process technology which 
adapts 12V to 700V, and RF process technology.｠ These technologies were transferred from IBM and its high precision 
model enables first-time-right of your LSI design.

Device

GLOBALFOUNDRIES (GF) is a top class foundry 
whose 6 fabs are located in US, Germany and 
Singapore.｠ GF lines up not only mainstream logic 
process but also FDSOI (FDX™) which realizes super 
low power consumption, RF process which covers up 
to mmwave and HV process which adapts wide 
operating voltage range.｠  GF’s strong ecosystem 
partners (GLOBALSOLUTIONS®) enable the fast 
time-to-market of your LSI which will be applied to 
various applications such as 5G, IoT, automotive, 
power management, driver and industrial.

Silicon Integration Serves, called SIS is our innovative turkey solution. 
Known as our unique service, our goal is to deliver final products to 
customers what meet their demand in addition to our foundry service. SIS 
can support any process of manufacturing until final product’s completion 
including wafer probe testing, bumping, assembly, final goods testing which 
are following wafer manufacturing. It is also realized by close cooperation 
with our manufacturing partner at whole steps.

Silicon Integration Service

Process TurnkeyWafer Foundry Function Device

Foundry Department

Silicon Compound Optical
component

Thin Film
Assembly

Peltier
Thermo
electronic
cooler

Turnkey
（SIS）

We propose highly precise and high performance optical components and 
devices for data center or 5G/6G base station. Our product range is 
diversified; optical isolator, optical lens, photo diode, laser diode and so on. 
Furthermore, we offer Peltier device (thermoelectric cooler) which is used 
for diversified applications such as satellite, semiconductor production 
equipment, luxury car seat, wine cellar, cooler box etc. Primary benefits are 
the best price, performance and sustainable supply chain according to the 
customer’s request.
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Solutions Business

In order to meet the demands of a diversified market, we believe that “proposals of added value 
the delivery of total solutions.” 
We respond to our customer’s requests by organizing our world class company according to 
QCDS, including ODM/OEM/EMS, in the fields of the image board businesses, communication 
infrastructure of Wi-Fi,LTE and 5G and contracted development businesses of finished 
products. 
This includes Wi-Fi,LTE and 5G communication infrastructure businesses and finished product 
contracted development businesses(including ODM/OEM/Firmware development), which also 
includes communication infrastructure. 
In addition, we provide total solution service regarding AI sprinkling and fertilization robot 
“ZeRo.agri” including of supplying and selling instrument in the field of ICT for farmer, agribusiness 
firm and agricultural school.

MERRY is a manufacturer and supplier to major brands of 
OEM/ODM speakers and headphones. They offer 
high-quality products with superior sound-tuning 
technology that meets each customer’s needs.

Gemtek is a leading Taiwanese OEM/ODM manufacturer 
of communication module and equipment and modules 
such as WiFi/WiMAX/LTE.

LUXNET is a manufacturer engaged in design and 
manufacturing from optical components up to optical 
modules (ODM). They offer high-quality products through 
quality controlled in-house production.

Routrek Networks is a maker of AI sprinkling and 
fertilization robot ‘’ZeRo.agri’’ and expanding related service.
With the slogan "Holiday for agriculture," we will provide 
solutions to achieve high quality while achieving labor 
saving, water saving, and fertilizer reduction by IoT 
technology.

Examples of 
Manufactured 
Products

・ Image Board Business (Including software development)
・ Wi-Fi · Bluetooth communication board business 
   (Including ODM / OEM / firmware development)
・ SoC Business (Including firmware development for various OS Android/Linux/Windows, etc.)
・ Touch Panel Module (electrostatic system)
・ RF-ID Business (custom support available)
・ Various circuit board development/ software and firmware development
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Cleaning Equipment

For more than two decades, we have been selling various types of industrial-use cleaning equipment 
featuring environmentally friendly hydrocarbons and water-based solvents, and also offering 
maintenance and repairs for these products, not only in Japan but also throughout China and 
Southeast Asia. In addition, as an advisor specializing in the industrial parts cleaning process, we 
make full use of our experience to provide products and solutions, plus top-notch suggestions on 
optimal environment-friendly and cost-effective solutions as well as after-sales services by 
well-experienced staff.

［Hydrocarbon cleaning system］
High degreasing and cleaning capability against press and cutting machine oils. Its 
solvent distillation/recycling capability contributes to the reduction of running costs.
Degreasing and cleaning of pressed metal parts; flux cleaning on print circuit boards

Features:

Applications:

［Water based cleaning system］
Safe and secure systems suitable for degreasing and cleaning of water-soluble oils as 
well as for elimination of contaminants
Degreasing and cleaning of pressed metal parts; elimination of contaminants

Features:

Applications:

［Cleaning solvents］
We can provide different types of solvents most appropriate for respective application in each country:
ExxonMobil Chemical’s Actrel hydrocarbon cleaners (Japan and other Asian countries)
Musashi Techno Chemical’s cleaning solvents (China, Japan)
Original brand 「J CLEAN series」 (Asia countries)

Major Products
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Measurement Equipment Business

We handle manufacturing industry research and development, production technologies, quality 
assurance, quality control, needs within the field of maintenance, and unique measurement and 
analysis instruments using advanced technology domestically and abroad. We provide solutions 
with added expertise through a combination of the sales of equipment (functioning as a trading 
company) and maintenance services (functioning as a manufacturer).

［ Particle Counter ］
   ・ HIAC liquid-borne particle counters
   ・ Pentagon surface particle detector QIII

［ Wafer/Reticle shaped wireless communication sensor ］ 
   ・ CyberOptics particle, vibration, leveling, a gap, teaching, humidity sensor

［ Non-contact infrared thermometer ］ 
   ・ Fluke Process Instruments Spot Pyrometers, Handheld Pyrometers, LineScanners, 
Infrared Imaging System, Thermal Imager

［ Oil condition sensor ］ 
   ・ Temperature, humidity, permittivity conductivity, viscosity, ferromagnetic abrasion 
powder

［ Various analytical instruments, equipment ］ 
   ・ Non-contact thickness distribution measuring instrument
   ・ X-ray fluorescence spectrometers
   ・ Micro-nanofluidic laboratory equipment
   ・ Viscosity meter
   ・ Volatile organic compounds instruments
   ・ Microwave digestion device
   ・ Ethylene removal equipment (for the agricultural sector)

Measurement and Analysis Equipment
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